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Section II 

Section II: Executive Summary 

Overview 

In an effort to expand voluntary interdistrict desegregation/integration activities in the east 
metropolitan area of Saint Paul, Minnesota, five school districts-four suburban, one urban
created the 5-District Integration Partnership. The program was designed to offer interdistrict 
programming to provide students in grades 4 through 7 and their parents with out-of-school 
enrichment activities and opportunities to work with students from a variety of cultural and 
socioeconomic backgrounds. Programming also provided opportunities for teachers to meet and 
work with their peers across district boundaries. This program was piloted with state funds from 
1997-1999. The federal funding allowed for expansion of the enrichment activities and 
development of a formal curriculum. 

Program Activities 

Several activities were planned as part of the 5-District Partnership: (1) development and 
implementation of a Cultural Heritage Education (CHE) curriculum; (2) enrichment activities 
that included monthly, Saturday activities for students and their parents and a two-week summer 
program for students; and (3) professional development for participating teachers that included 
special training sessions on CHE and opportunities to develop partnerships with teachers from 
the other school districts. 

During the period of July 1, 1999 through April 1, 2000, the 5-District Integration Partnership 
focused on developing a curriculum to teach Cultural Heritage Education (CHE) and expansion 
of its interdistrict Saturday activities. Initial piloting of the curriculum will take place later this 
spring with full implementation in the fall. Planning for partnerships between teachers in 
different districts is underway as is planning for the summer program scheduled to take place in 
June of 2000. 

Project Status 

The following progress was made towards achieving the project objectives. 

Goal 1: Federally funded magnet programs or innovative programs promote national, state, and 
local systemic reforms and are aligned with challenging state content and student 
performance standards 

The Cultural Heritage Education (CHE) curriculum and related Saturday activities developed by 
the 5-District program were designed to align with Minnesota's graduation standards as 
delineated by the Profile of Learning. Standards fall within ten areas of learning. The three 
cutTiculum units (9 lessons) developed in year one aligned with 8 of the 10 learning areas. An 
example was the lesson on "How People Build History: Learn About Architecture of the Past 
through Teamwork' that met the standards for Inquiry (research skills) and Scientific 
Applications. As part of the curriculum development, 12 teachers (75%) participated in 
workshops to introduce them to CHE and specific elements, such as archaeology. One unit will 
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Executive Summary 

be piloted this spring; the other two are scheduled for implementation in fall , 2000 . Six Saturday 
activities were held throughout the school year with themes related to CHE (e.g., life in pioneer 
times at the Gibbs Farm). 

Goal 2: Federally funded magnet programs or innovative programs strengthen students ' 
knowledge of academic subjects and skills needed for successful careers in the future 

This reporting period focused on curriculum development, not implementation. In subsequent 
years we will track student achievement on the state reading and math tests and compare it to the 
baseline data presented herein. We will also track student performance on assessments developed 
for the curriculum. 

Goal 3: Innovative programs assist in the desegregation of schools through effective strategies 
other than magnet schools and through parental and community involvement 

The voluntary participation in the Saturday activities offered by the 5-District Integration 
Partnership (the only activities implemented during this reporting period), met the objectives of 
encouraging a more balanced representation of minority and non-minority students ( 42% and 
58%, respectively). This was achieved by the balanced participation of students from urban and 
suburban districts ( 45% and 55%, respectively). 

During this academic year ( 1999-2000), 12 students who had participated in the 5-District pilot 
program enrolled at Crosswinds, the interdistrict middle school developed as part of the larger 
plan to foster voluntary integration. 

Parent involvement in the Saturday activities doubled from that seen during the last year of the 
pilot program. 

Budget Information 

A slower rate of fund expenditure was primarily due to delays in hiring a Program Assistant (see 
below) and fewer instructional expenses being incurred due to the resources provided by the 
Community Partners. In general, funds to cover an hourly teacher, instructional materials, and 
the role of Community Partners in the development and implementation of the curriculum will 
overlap. No significant carry-over is anticipated, as the summer program is yet to occur. 

Supplemental Information 

Dissolution of a district-level office providing administrative support for interdistrict 
programming necessitated the hiring of a graphic designer. The parent newsletter will have its 
initial distribution in the summer of 2000. Finally, only one of the three curricular units written 
this year will be implemented in classrooms in the spring of 2000, while the other two will be 
implemented in the fall of 2000. 
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Section III 

Section III: Project Status 

This section describes the progress made towards achieving the objectives of the 5-District 
Integration Partnership during the reporting period of July 1, 1999 to April 1, 2000. Information 
in this section is drawn from student achievement data from the Department of Children, 
Families & Leaming; interviews with teachers, community partners, and the project coordinator; 
5-District Cultural Heritage Education curriculum; and a review of program materials. 

Goal 1: Federally funded magnet programs or innovative programs promote 
national, state, and local systemic reforms and are aligned with challenging 
state content and student performance standards. 

Performance Indicator la: Project designs will provide evidence that the innovative 
programs are aligned with national, state, and local reform 
strategies. 

Objective lal: Each year of the grant, program activities will align with standards 
from the ten Learning Areas within the Minnesota High Profile. 

The three community partners who developed the curriculum for this program were instructed to 
align their units with the standards contained in the Minnesota Profile of Leaming. Ten broad 
learning areas are addressed by the standards. Table lal illustrates how the units developed 
during year one aligned with the standards contained within 8 of the 10 learning areas. 

Table lal: Alignment of program activities with state standards for intermediate (I) and 
middle (M rade levels. 
10 Learning Areas/ 
Standards Addressed 
I. Read, Listen, and View 

A student sha ll demonstrate comprehension of literal meaning. (I) 
A student sha ll interpret and evaluate infom1ation from age-appropriate nonfiction and fiction 
se lect ions by reading, listening, and viewing. (I) 
A student shall demonstrate the ab ili ty to comprehend technical information from documents 
or electronic media. (M) 

2. Write and Speak 
A student shall demonstrate the ab ili ty to write for a variety of academic and technical 
purposes and audiences. (I) 
A student shall demonstrate the abi lity to speak to an aud ience or interact with a group. (I) 
A student shall demonstrate for a variety of academic and technical purposes, situations and 
audiences the ability to write a narrative and an idea or opinion. (M) 

A student shall demonstrate the ab ility to commun icate effect ively in a small group. (M) 
Notes: ' Hamline University - Center for Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Education 
2 Ramsey County Historical Society 
3 Belwin Outdoor Environmental Laboratory 
Source: 5-District Cultural Heritage Education (CHE) curr iculum. 

Year 1 
Activities 

Hamline 1 

Hamline 

RCHS2 

Ham line 

Ham line 
Belwinj, 
RCHS 
RCHS 
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Project Status 

Table lal: Alignment of program activities with state standards for intermediate (I) and 
middle M rade levels continued 
10 Learning Areas/ 
Standards Addressed 
3. Arts and L iterature 

A student shall interpret and evaluate a variety of art works, perfonnances, or presentations, 
inc lud ing elements, principles, and styles of the art fonns, and the soc ial, historical, and 
cultural context of each work of art. (M) 

4 . Mathematica l A pplications 
A student shall describe and compare two- and three-dimensional fi gures ex isting in the 
phys ical world. (I) 
A student shall measure, including identi fy ing type of measurement required, se lecting 
appropriate tools and units of measurement, and measuring acc urately. (I) 
A student shall solve a variety of multiple-step problems using number relationships and 
properties, number patterns, and appropriate computation or estimation problems. (I) 
A student shall generate and describe more than one method to solve problems. (I) 

A student shall represent patterns using words, pictures, and numbers. (I ) 

A student shall answer questions by collecting and organizing data, representing data, and 
communicatin.g results . (I ) 

5. Inqui ry (research skill s) 
A student shall demonstrate the abili ty to answer a question by gathering info nnation from 
media sources, direct observation, and interviews. (I) 

A student shall demonstrate the abili ty to gather infonnation to answer a sc ientific or social 
sc ience question through direct observations. (M) 
A student shall access in formation and use a variety of sources to answer a question or 
support a position. (M) 

6 S . t'fi A I' t' c 1en 1 1c .pp 1ca JOOS 

A student shall demonstrate an understanding of cycles and patterns in living organisms, 
earth systems, and phys ical systems. (I) 
A student shall demonstrate an understanding of how human behavior and technology impact 
the environment. (I) 
A student shall demonstrate an understanding of characteristics of the phys ica l world. (I) 

A student shall demonstrate the abili ty to measure and class ify obj ects, organisms, and 
materials on the bas is of properties and relationships. (I ) 
A student shall demonstrate the abili ty to make systematic observations of obj ects, events, or 
phenomena by recording data and predicting change. (I ) 
A student sha ll demonstrate the ability to identi fy personal behav iors and use of materials that 
have a positive impact on the environment. (I) 
A student shall demonstrate knowledge of interactions and interdependence of living systems. 
(M) 

. I Notes . Hamlme U01 vers1ty - Center for Archaeo logy and Cultura l Heritage Education 
2 Ramsey County Historica l Society 
3 Belwin Outdoor Environmental Laboratory 
Source : 5-Distri ct Cultu ral Heritage Education (CHE) curri culum. 
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Year 1 
Activities 

RCHS 

RC H S 

RC H S 

RCH S 

RC H S 

RCHS 

RCHS 

H amline, 
RCHS 

RCHS 

RCHS 

RCHS 

RCHS 

RC H S 

RCHS 

RC HS 

RCHS 

Be l w in , 
RCHS 
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Section III 

Table lal: Alignment of program activities with state standards for intermediate (I) and 
middle M rade levels continued 
10 Learning Areas/ 
Standards Addressed 
7 P I d C I eop e an u tures soc1a stu 1es . I d. ) 

A student shall demonstrate knowledge of hi storical events and contributions of key people 
from different time periods through reading and constructing timelin.es of key events and the 
actions of important people , the contributions of key historical people, and cause and effect 
relationships of events over an extended period of time. (I) 
A student shall demonstrate understand ing of the interaction of people, places, and locations. 
(I) 

A student shall demonstrate an understanding of characteristics of various world regions. (I) 

A student sha ll demonstrate an understanding of characteristics of the student ' s local 
community. (I) 
A student shall defend a position concerning a current event or issue by demonstrating 
understanding of the history, facts , controversy, values , beliefs and emotions surrounding the 
issue. (M) 
A student shall demonstrate understanding of how regions of the world are defined in terms 
of location, resources, people and culture, and physical features ; and how global systems are 
interconnected. (M) 
A student shall demonstrate knowledge of the facts and sequences of historica l events, the 
origins and shaping influences of various points of view, and historical events in relationship 
to themes of change and migration. (M) 

8. Dec is ion Making 

9. Resource Mana ement 
A student shall demonstrate the ability to manage personal resources to meet a goal or so lve a 
problem effect ively. (M) 

A student shall demonstrate in a team the ab ili ty to manage resources to produce a product or 
serv ice. (M) 

I 0 . World Languages 
Notes: 1 Hamline University - Center for Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Education 
2 Ramsey County Historical Society 
3 Belwin Outdoor Environmental Laboratory 
Source: 5-District Cultural Heritaoe Education (CHE) curriculum. 

Year 1 
Activities 

Ham line, 
RCHS 

Ham line, 

RCHS 

RCHS 

RCHS 

Bel win 

Bel win, 

RCHS 

Belwin, 

RCHS 

Bel win, 

RCHS 

Belwin, 
RCHS 

Performance Indicator lb: Project designs will explicitly provide evidence of the use of 
challenging state content and student performance standards. 
These are reflected in the program curriculum and in planned 
student assessments aligned to the curriculum. 

Objective lbl: Each year of the grant, at least three Cultural Heritage Education 
(CHE) units will be developed and implemented. 

The original project timeline specified that each of the three community partners would develop 
a Cultural Heritage Education unit during year one. Each unit would be aligned with state 
standards (see Table I a l) and contain both in-class lessons and on-site Saturday activities, which 
would be implemented during the spring of 2000. All three of the community partners hosted a 
Saturday activity (in February, March, and April 2000) and the content of these is described in 
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Project Status 

Table 3b3. Due to delays in the development of the curriculum, only the Ramsey County 
Historical Society unit will be implemented in classrooms during this school year; the other two 
will be implemented during the fall of 2000. 

T bl lbl CHE a e : 't d um s eve ope d an d' t d imp emen e 
Year 1 

Unit 1 Ramsey County Historica l Society 

Lesson I How People Build History: Learn About Architecture of the Past through Teamwork 
Description/ Students work cooperative ly to place in chronological order a collection of photographs depicting 
Objectives architectural styles from a range of time periods. Students will become fami liar with common 

features which indicate the age of a building or object. 
Lesson 2 The Basic Needs of Life: Don 't Try to Live Without Them 
Description/ Students will observe and demonstrate the ir understanding of the necess ity of food, shelter, and 
Objectives cloth ing for human surviva l as well the changes and continuity occurring in the methods, scale, 

ran.ge, and effects of providing essentials for basic human survival during the las t century. 
Lesson 3 Da ily Life of Our Ancestors 
Description/ By observing and participating in demonstrations and other activities, students will be able to 
Object ives explain and demonstrate some of the ways American pioneers met their daily household needs 

and educated their children. 
# of teachers/ This unit will be implemented by three teachers in three classrooms in April and May, 2000. 
classrooms 

Unit2 Belwin Outdoor Environmental Educa tion La boratory 

Lesson 1 Write Your Own Survival Story 
Description/ Students will gain greater respect and awareness of native people and others who survived in the 
Objectives e lements for thousands of years using technologies specific to their time, culture, and climate. 
Lesson 2 Animal Signs and Voyageurs 
Description/ Students will use their senses to find animal tracks, homes, droppings, and other signs of animal 
Objectives life. Students wi ll ga in a greater understanding of the interdependence of all living creatures. 
# of teachers/ This uni t will be implemented in the fall of2000. 
c lassrooms 

Unit 3 Hamline University, Center for Anthropology a nd Cultural Heritage Educat ion (CACHE) 

Lesson I Classroom Disaster ' Excavate your Classroom One Hundred Years from Now 
Description/ By imagining that their classroom has been buried in a mudslide, students will demonstrate an 
Obj ectives understanding of the effects of living things on objects over time and the fundamental 

characteristics of the phys ica l world and phys ical change over time. 
Lesson 2 How to Make an Object Talk: The Stories Things Can Tell 
Description/ Students will analyze unfamil iar obj ects (artifacts) and written documentation about the objects in 
Objectives order to detennine their fun ction and cultural significance. 
Lesson 3 Minnesota Place-Names: The Name Game 
Description/ Students will demonstrate an ab ili ty to read maps, locate places and identify geographic features . 
Obj ect ives They will recogn ize the ab ili ty of place-names to provide valuable information about a region ' s 

cultural deve lopment and history. 
Lesson 4 Stop the Clock: Put Your Culture in a T ime Capsule 
Description/ In choosing contents for a time capsule, students shall interpret and evaluate the connection 
Objectives between objects and their soc ia l, cultural, and histori ca l context. 
# of teachers/ This unit will be implemented in the fa ll of2000. 
classrooms 
Source : 5-D istrict Cultural Heritage Educat ion (CHE) curricu lum. 
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Sectio n III 

Objective lb2: In years two and three, 85% of participating teachers' knowledge and 

skills in Cultural Heritage Education curriculum and instruction will 

increase. 

Project activities directly related to this objective are scheduled to begin in year two . 

Objective lb3: Each year of the project, 85% of the teachers will participate in 

professional development oppo rtunities offered either through the 

proj ect o r the community partners. 

Table 1 b3 notes the nature and frequency of professional development opportunities available to 
teachers involved in the proj ect and the percentage of teachers attending. 

T bl lb3 0 t ·r f t a e : ippor um 1es o r pro.iec -sponso re d d f an op 10na pro ess10na Id eve opment. 

Project -
Sponsored Baseline Year 1 
Professional (1998-99) (1999-2000) 
Development 
Number of IO 12 

teachers attending 
Frequency and one day- long meeting one day- long meeting 

Duration 
Description To help teachers: I) design interdisciplinary To: I) introduce teachers to community 

curriculum using the graduation standards, partners and to Cultural Heritage Education 
and 2) become fa miliar with the resources (CHE); 2) present work to date on CHE 
available through the Ramsey County curriculum; and 3) describe teacher 
Historical Society. partnership and mini-grant opportunities. 

O pt iona l Training workshop 

Profess iona l None Intrigue of the Past: 

Development An Archaeology Curricula 

Activities Hamline University, CACHE 

N umber of 4 

teachers attending 
Frequency and one I Yi day long workshop 
Durati on 
Description Participants: I ) discuss fundamental 

concepts in archaeo logy; 2) experience the 
process of archaeology through classroom-
ready activities; 3) explore issues in 
archaeology; and 4) learn about resources 
available in Minnesota for introducing 
archaeology into the classroom. 

Overall percent 
of teachers 63% 75% 

attend in!! 
Source: 5-District Program records. 
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Teachers ' comments on the survey following the project-sponsored professional development 
workshop were very positive. They described the presentations as "informative" and 
"organiz~d. " These teachers enjoyed having the "chance to talk with the larger group and hear 
what others are doing," as well as getting "new ideas" and a "better understanding of the long
term plan." 

All four of the teachers who attended the CA CHE workshop in the fall of 1999 were interviewed 
by telephone. Asked to reflect on the most important things they took away from the training, 
they cited the ideas for classroom activities that incorporate archaeology into the classroom, the 
information on archeological digs, and the planning time. All of the teachers felt that the 
workshop was relevant to the 1999-2000 5-District activities. 

Another optional professional development opportunity will be available to 5-District teachers in 
the summer of 2000. Hamline University' s CACHE is offering an Eisenhower Professional 
Development program that will prepare 24 upper elementary and middle school teachers to apply 
concepts and strategies from anthropology and cultural heritage education in their teaching 
reflective of Minnesota Graduation Standards in Peoples and Cultures and Inquiry. 5-District 
teachers ' participation in this workshop will likely raise the attendance rate closer to 85%. 

Objective 1 b4: Each year of the grant, teachers' ratings of the quality of the CHE 
curriculum will improve by an average score of at least 0.5 (on a scale 
of 1 to 5). 

As noted under Objective 1b1 , no in-class curriculum had been implemented at the time of this 
report. One of the three units developed during year one will be implemented in three classrooms 
by three teachers before the end of the 1999-2000 school year; however, the other two units are 
not scheduled for implementation until the fall of 2000. Therefore, no baseline data on the 
teachers ' ratings of the curriculum is available at this time. 

Objective lb5: For each year of the project the content of .the Saturday activities will 
be aligned with the theme of Cultural Heritage Education. 

Prior to the receipt of this federal funding, the 5-District Saturday activities were not planned 
around a specific theme, although they were designed to be both educational and fun. The 
Saturday activities that were held during the 1999-2000 school year were organized around the 
theme of Cultural Heritage Education. In addition, the three community partners all hosted a 
Saturday activity (see Table 1 b5), the content of which was specified in the curriculum they 
developed. (Note that the Ramsey County Historical Society hosted the Gibbs Farm activities 
listed below). 

Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement 9 



Section III 

T bl lb5 C a e : ontent o f S atur d r ·r ay ac 1v1 1es. 
Saturday Baseline Year 1 
Activities (1998-99) (1999-2000) 
Number 5 6 

Frequency and Monthly, 2-3 hours in length Monthly, 5-6 hours in length 
Duration 
Location and • Tamarack Nature Center: hiking, • Gibbs Farm/SteppingStone Theater: life 
Content orienteering in pioneer times, Gibbs fami ly story 

• Cottage Grove Junior High: Native • Minnesota History Center: scavenger 
American culture (speakers, building a · hunt through history-related exhibits 
tipi , dancing) • Battle Creek Elementary: Theater Mu 

• Dodge Nature Center: winter survival, daiko drumming 
building a fire • Hamline University: anthropo logy and 

• Science Museum: scavenger hunt archeology stations 
through exhibits, Omnitheater movie • Belwin Outdoor Environment 
about Egypt Laboratory: voyageurs, orienteering 

• Dayton's Bluff Children's Garden: • Gibbs Farm: pioneer and Dakota Indian 
planting a garden life, candle making 

Source: 5-District Prooram records, observations. 

Objective lb6: For each year of the project the content of the Classroom Partnership 
Activities will be aligned with the theme of Cultural Heritage 
Education. 

The project timeline specifies that in year one of the project, urban/suburban teacher partnerships 
will be created and that these pairs of teachers will be invited to apply jointly for mini-grants. 
The mini-grant awards are to be used to cover the cost of implementing the 5-District CHE 
curriculum in the two classrooms. In addition, they also may be used to establish communication 
between partner classrooms and to fund professional development. The deadline for applying for 
the mini-grants is April 30, 2000 and the funds will be awarded June 30. Therefore, classroom 
partnership activities will not commence until fall 2000. 

Objective lb7: For each year of the project the content of the Summer Program 
activities will be aligned with the theme of Cultural Heritage 
Education. 

The summer program currently being planned for June 2000 centers on Cultural Heritage 
Education. All three of the community partners will be hosting a summer field trip at their site 
and all have a CHE focus (see Table 1 b7). 
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T bl lb7 C a e : ontent o f r ·r summer program ac 1v1 1es. 
Summer Baseline Year 1 
Program (1998-99) (1999-2000) 
Activities 
Frequency and 6 hours a day for ten days 6 hours a day for ten days 
Duration 
Content Theme: Transportation Theme: Cultural Heritage Education 

Field trips: Field trips: 
Osceola - St. Croix Railroad Gibbs Farm 
Aviation Museum Belwin Outdoor Education Laboratory 
Gateway bike trail Hamline University 
Minnesota Train Museum Science Museum of Minnesota 
Lake Harriet - Como streetcar Mississippi River boat ride 
Mississippi River boat ride Theatre Mu daiko drumming 

Source: 5-District Program records . 
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Section III 

Goal 2: Federally funded magnet programs or innovative programs strengthen 
students' knowledge of academic subjects and skills needed for successful 
careers in the future. 

Performance Indicator 2a: Students will show achievement gains in core subjects, as well 
as in applied learning skills, that meet or exceed the gains for 
students in the district as a whole. 

Objective 2al: Each year, the percentage of students and minority students scoring 
in levels II/III/IV of the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment in 5th 
Grade Math will increase. 

The 5-District Integration Partnership is one example of how educators are attempting to reform 
education in Minnesota through an emphasis on educational standards . While the activities 
offered through the 5-District program are aligned with many of the Minnesota Graduation 
Standards, these activities do not directly address student achievement in mathematics but focus 
on areas of learning relevant to Cultural Heritage Education (see Table l a l) . Consequently, any 
improvements in student performance on the state test in mathematics are likely to be a result of 
the cumulative effect of all standards-based reform efforts throughout the state and not the direct 
effect of the 5-District program. These data are presented here and will be tracked over time as a 
means of providing a broader picture of student achievement. The performance of students 
participating in the 5-District program on assessments directly related to the program 's emphasis 
on CHE will be provided in years two and three (see Tables 2a3 and 2a4). 

In subsequent years, we will provide, for each change listed in Tables 2a l and 2a2, a summary of 
the influence of the federal innovative grant award (if any). If no change was noted, possible 
explanations will be provided. 
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Table 2al: Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment, 
5th Grade Math, sprin~ 1999. 

Number of 
students 

District 1 (Saint Paul) 

Baseline 
(spring 1999) 

Average 
score 

% scoring in 
levels 

II/III/IV 

All students 3312 1299 59 
Minority 2066 1244 49 
Non-Minority 1153 1400 77 

District 2 (Inver Grove Heights) 
All students 316 1426 84 
Minority 1 19 1241 53 
Non-Minority 282 1445 87 

District 3 (North Saint Paul/Maplewood/Oakdale) 
All students 853 1438 87 
Minority 1 81 1337 69 
Non-Minority 767 1449 90 

District 4 (South Washington County) 
All students 1034 1459 87 
Minority 1 89 1389 78 
Non-Minority 929 1466 88 

District 5 (White Bear Lake) 
All students 673 1427 86 
Minority 1 18 1267 50 
Non-Minority 626 1438 89 

Note: 1Average scores were available for ethnic groups of 10 or 
more students . 
Source: Department of Children, Families & Learning, MCAs, 
1999. 

Project Status 

Objective 2a2: Each year, the percentage of students and minority students scoring 
in levels II/III/IV of the Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment in 5th 
Grade Reading will increase. 

The 5-District Integration Partnership is one example of how educators are attempting to reform 
education in Minnesota through an emphasis on educational standards. While the activities 
offered through the 5-District program are aligned with many of the Minnesota Graduation 
Standards, these activities do not directly address student achievement in reading but focus on 
related areas of learning, most notably those that emerge from Cultural Heritage Education 
(CHE) (see Table lal). Consequently, any improvements in student performance on the state test 
in reading are more likely to be a result of the cumulative effect of all standards-based reform 
efforts throughout the state than the direct effect of the 5-District program. These data are 
presented here and will be tracked over time as a means of providing a broader picture of student 
achievement. The performance of students participating in the 5-District program on assessments 
directly related to the program's emphasis on CHE will be provided in years two and three (see 
Tables 2a3 and 2a4). 
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Section III 

In subsequent years, we will provide, for each change listed in Tables 2a l and 2a2, a summary of 
the influence of the federal innovative grant award (if any). If no change was noted, possible 
explanations will be provided. 

Table 2a2: Minnesota Comprehensive Assessment, 
5th Grade Readin , s rin 1999. 

Number of Average 
% scoring in 

levels 
students score 

II/III/IV 
District 1 (Saint Paul) 

All students 3320 1335 61 
Minority 2062 1273 51 
Non-Minority 1162 1449 80 

District 2 (Inver Grove Heights) 
All students 317 1455 85 
Minority' 19 1291 68 
Non-M inori ty 283 1474 88 

District 3 (North Sa int Paul/Maplewood/Oakdale) 
All students 857 1475 86 
Minority' 83 141 2 77 
Non-Minority 770 1483 87 

District 4 (South Washington County) 
All students 1044 1489 88 
Minority' 88 1457 79 
Non-Minority 941 1492 89 

District 5 (White Bear Lake) 
A II students 681 1467 84 
Minority' 40 1302 58 
Non-Minority 631 1478 85 

Note: 1 Average scores were available for ethnic groups of I 0 or 
more students. 
Source: Department of Children, Families & Leaming, MCAs, 
1999. 

Objective 2a3: Each year of the project the percentage of students participating 
scoring in levels III and IV on CHE unit assessments will increase. 

As noted previously (see Objective l bl), two of the three CHE units developed in year one will 
not be implemented until fall 2000 and the third not until after the writing of this report. As such, 
students' scores on CHE unit assessments will not be avai lable until year two. 
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Project Status 

Objective 2a4: Each year of the project the percentage of minority students 
participating scoring in levels III and IV on CHE unit assessments 
will increase. 

As noted previously (see Objective 1 bl), two of the three CHE units developed in year one will 
not be implemented until fall 2000 and the third not until after the writing of this report. As such, 
minority students' scores on CHE unit assessments will not be available until year two. 

Goal 3: Innovative programs assist in the desegregation of schools through effective 
strategies other than magnet schools and through parental and community 
involvement. 

Performance Indicator 3a: Innovative programs involving strategies (other than magnet 
schools) such as neighborhood schools and community model schools 
organized around a special emphasis, theme, or concept will 
measurably assist in the desegregation of schools. 

Objective 3al: For each year of the project the percentage of minority students 
participating in Saturday activities will not exceed 65%. 1 

In year one, urban students accounted for nearly half ( 45%) of all students participating in 
Saturday program activities. The percentage of minority students taking part was 42%, up 7% 
from the baseline year (see Table 3al). What is most notable is that the number of students 
taking part in the Saturday activities more than doubled, from 154 to 393. The program 
coordinator attributed this to increased recruitment by teachers, leading to an ever-increasing 
database for program mailings, and to this year's sites being able to accommodate more students. 
Finally, providing free lunch to participating students and parents this year seemed to be a 
"draw" for parents, according to the coordinator. 

Table 3al: Student participation in Saturday Activities by race and home 
district. 
Percent of Students Baseline Year 1 

(1998-99) (1999-2000) 
Minority 35.3 42 .3 
Non-m inority 64.7 57.7 
Urban 41.1 44 .9 
Suburban 58.9 55.1 

Total Number of StudentsL 154 393 
. I Note. The percentage of mmonty students 111 the Samt Paul Public School District 1s 

approximately 65%. 
2 Not an unduplicated count. 
Source: 5-District Prooram records . 
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Section III 

Objective 3a2: For each year of the project the percentage of minority students 
participating in Classroom Partnership Activities will not exceed 
65%. 1 

As noted previously, the Classroom Partnership activities are scheduled to begin in the fall of 
2000. 

Objective 3a3: For each year of the project the percentage of minority students 
participating in Summer Program Activities will not exceed 65% .1 

The 1999 summer program was attended by nearly equal numbers of minority ( 4 7%) and non
minority (53%) students (see Table 3a3) . This was also true of urban (48%) and suburban (52%) 
students. The year one data fo r this obj ective will be gathered in the summer of 2000. 

Table 3a3: Student participation in summer 
program activities by race and home district. 

Summer Program Activities 
Minority 
Non-minori ty 
Urban 
Suburban 

Total Number of Students 

Baseline 
(1998-99) 

46.7 
53 .3 
48.3 
5 1.7 
209 

Note: 'The percentage of minority students in the Saint Paul 
Public School District is approximately 65%. 
Source: 5-District Program records. 

Objective 3a4: For years two and three, the number of minority and non-minority 
students from this program enrolling in the interdistrict middle school 
(Crosswinds) will increase. 

During the 1999-2000 school year, there were 12 students enrolled at Crosswinds, the 
interdistrict middle school located in St. Paul , who had previously participated in 5-District 
activities. As shown in Table 3a4, seven of these students are minorities. These data will be 
collected again in the fa ll of 2000. 

Table 3a4: Enrollment of program participants in the 
interdistrict middle school by race and home district. 

Number Enrolled 
Minority 
Non-minority 
Urban 
Suburban 

Total 

Year 1 
(1999-2000) 

7 
5 
7 
5 

12 
Source: 5-District Program records and Crosswinds ' enro ll ment records . 
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Objective 3a5: Each year, the percentage of students reporting positive social 
interactions with students of other ethnic groups will increase. 

This obj ective will be explored through both student and parent surveys administered at the end 
of the summer program in June 2000. 

Performance Indicator 3b: Projects will incorporate practices that support extensive 
parental and community involvement that are related to the 
program model being implemented. 

Objective 3bl: Each year of the project, the number of parents participating in the 
program will increase by 10% . 

Parents have the opportunity to attend all of the Saturday fi eld trips with their child. This year, 
the number of parents who have participated in these Saturday activities doubled (see Table 
3b1 ). In addition, parents have always been invited to attend the final performance of the 5-
District summer program. Although there have been no records kept in previous years regarding 
the actual number of parents attending, this data will be collected in the summer of 2000. 

T bl 3bl N b a e : um er o f t f . f . t f "f paren s par 1c1pa mg m proJec ac 1v1 1es. 
Number of Parents1 Baseline 

(1998-99) 
Saturday Activities 45 

Urban 13 
Suburban 32 

Summer Program data not co llected 

Urban 
Suburban 

Total1 

, I Note . Not an unduphcated count. 
Source: Prooram records. 

45 

Year 1 
(1999-2000) 

94 
28 
66 

data to be collected 
summer 2000 

94 
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Section III 

Objective 3b2: Each year of the project, the percentage of parents who are satisfied 
with the opportunities to participate in the program will increase by 
5%. 

At the end of the summer program in 1999, parents completed a survey that included a question 
about their level of satisfaction with opportunities to participate in the program. As is shown in 
Table 3b2, less than half of the parents expressed satisfaction. What is not clear is whether these 
adults were aware of the opportunities to participate in the school year Saturday activities. In the 
summer of 2000, the parent survey will be designed to answer this question and to explore the 
ways in which parents would like to become more involved. 

Table 3b2: Percentage of parents satisfied with opportunities to participate in 
· t r ·r b d" t · t pro.1ec ac 1v1 1es 1y 1s nc. 

Urban 
Suburban 
Total 

. I Note. Refers to summer program only. 
2 Data to be collected June 2000 . 
Source: 5-District Program records . 

Baseline' Year 12 

(1998-99) (1999-2000) 
46.2 
39.1 
40.6 

Objective 3b3: Each year of the project, the community partners will participate in 
the development of CHE curriculum and host project activities at 
their respective sites. 

During interviews with the community partners regarding curriculum development, it was 
readily apparent that they all appreciated the collaborative nature of the process. They found the 
teachers ' perspectives to be invaluable and spoke highly of the support and follow through by the 
program coordinator. In addition, working with the other partners was described as "energizing." 
The biggest issue raised was that of the timeline: project partners felt rushed at the end to get 
feedback from teachers and the project coordinator and make revisions to the curriculum. 
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Table 3b3: Community partner involvement. 
Curriculum 
Development 
Names of 
community 
partners 
Description of 
the process 

Hosting Project 
Activities 

Bel win 

Year 1 
(1999-2000) 

Belwin Outdoor Education Laboratory 
Hamline University, Center for Anthropology and Cultural Heritage Education 
Ramsey County Historical Society (RCHS) 
The project coordinator met together with the community partners several times in 
the fall of 1999 to brainstorm ideas about how to create curricu lum that would 
incorporate CHE and also work toward 5-District goals. Next each community 
partner met with two or three teachers on at least one occasion to discuss specific 
curricu lum ideas. These ideas were then presented to all the 5-District teachers at the 
November staff development day for feedback. Finally, the community partners 
developed written curriculum that included both in-class and on-site activities . 

Year 1 
(1999-2000) 

Description of activities 
Students were divided into two groups for the two major activities of the day. One 
group learned orienteering, while the other group role-played the lives of Native 
Americans and voyageurs, using two-way radios to communicate with partners. After 
all students had participated in both activities, a Native American drum group 
performed songs and stories for the students. 

Hamline After watch ing a drumming demonstration, students rotated through four stations: 1) 
creating percussion instruments using recycled materials; 2) handling artifacts from 
real archaeological sites; 3) hands-on learning about bones and forens ic 
anthropo logy; 4) looking at maps and brainstorming about place names. 

RCHS Students were assigned to one of five groups, in which they visited five different 
stations at Gibbs Farm. These included a pioneer house, a sod house, a Dakota tipi, a 
bark lodge, and a 191

" century schoolhouse. At each station students learned about life 
in pioneer times, focusing on the basic needs of food, shelter, and clothing. Students 
also participated in the making of cand les and ice cream. 

Source: 5-District Program records, interviews with community partners and program coordinator. 
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Section IV 

Section IV: Budget Information 

T bl 4 B d f h .d a e : u :get expen 1tures or t e reportmg per10 . 
Projected Budget for 1999-2000 Funds expended as of Percent Expended 

Item Amount April 1, 2000 
Teacher Substitute 1,500 900.00 60% 
Hourly Teacher 6,326 1,666.47 26% 
Program Ass istant 11 ,800 0.00 0% 
Benefits 5,565 393.75 7% 
Instructional Materials 8,000 0.00 0% 
General Suppli es 3,831 1,479.64 39% 
Payments to Other Districts 9,078 1,724.74 24% 
Professional Services 1 49,000 40, 163.26 82% 
Technology Equipment 1 5,900 5,023.00 85% 
Professional Growth2 5,000 0.00 0% 
Field Trip Admission 4,000 957.00 24% 
Indirect Costs 2,478 413.32 17% 
Trave l, Conferences 0 1,180.63 0% 

TOTAL 112,478 53,901.81 47.9% 
Notes: 1 Expenditures listed include amounts encumbered for goods or services contracted for but not yet 
delivered by the end of this reporting period. Included in Professional Services are payments to 
Community Partners. 
2 Amount budgeted for teacher mini-grants to be awarded 6114100. 

Rate of Fund Expenditure 

The 5-District Integration Partnership intended to expend all funds provided for the purposes and 
objectives stated in its approved grant application. However, as the chart above reflects, not all 
of the funds have been expended at the expected rate. Reasons for this include the following: 

a) Funds for the .5 Program Assistant and a significant portion of Benefits have been 
expended at a slower than anticipated rate due to the fact that this position was not filled 
until February 2000. A Saint Paul District employee from the Office of Interdistrict 
Initiatives temporarily filled this position; a percentage of this employee's salary (yet to 
be determined) will be covered by funds budgeted for the 5-District Partnership's 
Program Assistant. The remaining funds will cover the Salary and Benefits for the 
current program assistant. 

b) Expenses for instructional materials planned for school year activities have for the most 
part been covered by the contractual payments to the Community Partners resulting in a 
slower rate of spending for this category. 

Note: Additional significant expenses will be incurred for the two-week 5-District summer program, June 
19-30 . 
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Changes to Budget 

There will be changes to the budget as a result of the late hiring of the program assistant 
described above, expenses for attending the Innovation Programs conference, and payment to 
Community Partner Bel win. (Although it is owned by a private foundation, Bel win is staffed by 
Saint Paul School District employees. District policy for paying district employees at Belwin 
stipulates that payment for their services must come directly from Hourly Teacher and 
Instructional Supplies rather than out of the Professional Services line item.) 

Allocation of Unexpended Funds 

Anticipated changes in operational budget for next budget period include the following: 
a) transferring a percentage of the allocation for Instructional Materials to Hourly Teacher; 
b) transferring the total amount allocated for Community Partner Bel win in Professional 

Services to Hourly Teacher and Instructional Materials; and 
c) carrying over $600 from Teacher Substitute to the same category for the next FY. 
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Appendix A 

Section V: Supplemental Information 

Changes to the Administrative Support Structure 

The Saint Paul School District Office oflnterdistrict Initiatives was to have provided support in 
the production and distribution of printed materials including a quarterly Parent Newsletter, 
program flyers , brochures, and the 5-District curriculum guide. This office was dissolved as of 
October 1, 1999. The 5-District program assistant and a graphic designer working on a fee-for
service basis have covered these services. Funds for the graphic designer have come from 
Professional Services. 

Changes in the Timeline for Curriculum Implementation 

Due to delays in the development of the curriculum, only the Ramsey County Historical Society 
unit will be implemented in classrooms during this school year; the other two will be 
implemented during the fall of 2000. 

Specification of Timeline for Parent Newsletter 

The distribution of the Parent Newsletter was not specified in the grant proposal timeline; this 
newsletter will have its initial distribution Summer 2000. 
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